Mail Metro Media is the UK’s No.1 newsbrand and has
33.6million monthly readers (nearly three times the
population of Greece!). With award-winning travel
content published every day across our portfolio of
platforms, it’s not surprising that we are our readers’
first choice for holiday inspiration.
Metro’s travel features cover everything from edgy
city breaks to wild remote adventures and kitsch
getaways, whilst dedicated sections in Daily Mail and
The Mail on Sunday are filled with influential articles
and beautiful photography from amazing destinations
around the globe.
Throughout the year, Mail Metro Media publishes
multiple ‘travel specials’ focusing on a variety of
topics such as rail, cruise and escorted tour holidays.
Plus, in 2019 we launched Check In & Upgrade, our
glossy luxury travel magazine which is published triannually and aims to inspire our readers with the very
best of what the world has to offer.

Newsbrands are present throughout the path to
purchase providing a key point of reference for
inspiration, ideas and information.

Readership

Mail Metro Media reaches 3 in 5 of the UK population,
that's 33.6million readers each month and 10.7million
readers every day
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We can help create a positive impression of travel
companies and the products they offer

44%

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2019 Q4

24%

newsbrands

Research

34%

65.3million

30%

travel review
sites

say that newsbrands are effective at
changing perceptions of brands and
products (which means their influence is
comparable with TV advertising)

57%

say that articles in newspapers/news
sites add to their understanding of
travel companies

Daily Mail readers have often paid their
mortgage off and any children have
typically flown the nest so they’re looking for
their next adventure. They prioritise quality
and comfort over price and when it comes
to holidays, planning is key. They look to Daily
Mail as a useful source of inspiration and
advice to find the right trip.

Who are they?

2.4 MILLION READERS DAILY

47%
53%

61%
ABC1

Avg. Trip Expenditure

£10.7 billion £3301

AVERAGE
AGE

average trips

Where are they going in the next 1-5 years?

44%
CANADA,
NORTH/
CENTRAL
AMERICA OR
CARIBBEAN
30%
SOUTH AMERICA

25%
MIDDLE EAST
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Well travelled
45%

Food/cuisine
available
91%

Shopping
i129

Knowledgeable
44%

Attractions &
landmarks
88%

Eating well
i123

Experienced
43%

All-inclusive
48%

Discovering the
country
i122

What do readers make
of Daily Mail?

What holiday type do they want?

i212
Coach tour i159
Beach/Resort i137
Sea cruise

8/10
for content & advertising

agree our travel
content is a
good source of
advice

32%
AUSTRALASIA

23%
AFRICA

TOP 3
ACTIVITIES

54%

28%
ASIA

34%
UK/IRELAND

TOP 3
INTERESTS

3.4

(£1 in every £8 GB spend) (£657 more than avg. UK spend) taken per year

39%
EUROPE

TOP 3
TRAITS

56

How much do they spend?
Total Expenditure

What type of traveller are they?

What our readers say...
After we saw an
advert on Glacier
Express, we went to
Great Rail Journeys
website and have
been on many tours
since. Thanks

We booked a holiday
through Jetline after
seeing an ad in Daily
Mail. Very pleased
with ease of booking
and the representative
I spoke to

56%

say they find our
travel advertising
is useful

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2018 Q4, Travel Passport
Survey 2019
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Metro readers are last minute deal hunters
looking to explore new places and discover
unique experiences. They are savvy travellers
with a desire to see the world whilst ensuring
they get the most out of every penny they
spend. Metro helps them escape the morning
commute with holiday inspiration to satisfy
their wanderlust.

Who are they?

2.6 MILLION READERS DAILY

59%
41%

57%
ABC1

£8.1 billion

Avg. Trip Expenditure

£2880

AVERAGE
AGE

average trips

Where are they going in the next 1-5 years?

50%
CANADA,
NORTH/
CENTRAL
AMERICA OR
CARIBBEAN
38%
SOUTH AMERICA

32%
MIDDLE EAST
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Deal hunter
47%

Authentic
experiences
86%

Watersports
i190

Knowledgeable
46%

Activities available
66%

Shopping
i128

Safe
42%

Nightlife
44%

Adventure
activities
i127

What do readers make
of Metro?

What holiday type do they want?

i125
Beach/Resort i118
Holiday centre i118
City break

7/10
for content & advertising

say our travel content
helps them discover
new destinations

39%
AUSTRALASIA

32%
AFRICA

TOP 3
ACTIVITIES

46%

38%
ASIA

39%
UK/IRELAND

TOP 3
INTERESTS

3.7

(£1 in every £8 GB spend) (£235 more than avg. UK spend) taken per year

46%
EUROPE

TOP 3
TRAITS

43

How much do they spend?
Total Expenditure

What type of traveller are they?

What our readers say...
It helps me get away
from the mundane
daily work and helps
me dream of holidays.
It gives me inspiration
on future trips away

I have researched
and stayed in many
hotels that were
recommended here.
The reviews and
depth of knowledge is
excellent

44%

agree our travel
advertising covers a good
range of promotions and
deals

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2018 Q4, Travel Passport
Survey 2019
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Readers of The Mail on Sunday typically
have older children and are ready to
discover their next adventure. They are
knowledgeable travellers who are keen to
experience new destinations, cultures and
activities, The Mail on Sunday forms part of
their weekend routine as a go-to source for
travel advice and inspiration.

Who are they?

2.5 MILLION READERS DAILY

48%
52%

65%
ABC1

58

AVERAGE
AGE

How much do they spend?
Total Expenditure

£9 billion

Avg. Trip Expenditure

£3216

(£1 in every £8 GB spend) (£571 more than avg. UK spend)

43%
CANADA,
NORTH/
CENTRAL
AMERICA OR
CARIBBEAN

average trips
taken per year

31%
SOUTH AMERICA

25%
MIDDLE EAST
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TOP 3
ACTIVITIES

Well-travelled
48%

Food/cuisine
available
90%

Discovering the
country
i190

Knowledgeable
46%

All-inclusive
50%

Eating well
i128

Seeks out the
best
37%

Impressive to
others
36%

What do readers make
of The Mail on Sunday?

Visiting natural
sites
i127

What holiday type do they want?

i195
Beach/Resort i147
Lakes & mountains i127
Sea Cruise

8/10
for content & advertising

agree our travel
content is a good
source of advice

31%
AUSTRALASIA

24%
AFRICA

TOP 3
INTERESTS

66%

28%
ASIA

34%
UK/IRELAND

TOP 3
TRAITS

3.5

Where are they going in the next 1-5 years?
46%
EUROPE

What type of traveller are they?

What our readers say...
Just love my morning
coffee whilst flicking
through the paper and
wishing for a holiday
of a lifetime but spoilt
for choice

It shows some fabulous
holiday destinations I’d
love to travel to

An essential part of
my Sunday routine

53%

enjoy our travel
advertising even when not
planning a holiday

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2018 Q4, Travel Passport
Survey 2019
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MailOnline readers are open-minded
travellers who seek out lively adventures
for both day and night. They particularly
enjoy places of natural beauty but want
to experience them at a reasonable cost.
Therefore, thorough research is a vital part of
their holiday booking process and Mailonline
articles and advertorials often help them
discover the perfect destination.

Who are they?

5.2 MILLION READERS DAILY

42%
58%

62%
ABC1

What type of traveller are they?
TOP 3
TRAITS

TOP 3
INTERESTS

TOP 3
ACTIVITIES

Deal hunter
49%

Weather/climate
91%

Clubbing/dancing
i190

Well-travelled
40%

Activities available
58%

Visiting theme
park
i128

Travel expert
32%

Family friendly
56%

43

AVERAGE
AGE

Adventure
activities
i127

What holiday type do they want?

How much do they spend?
Total Expenditure

Avg. Trip Expenditure

£40.1 billion £2821

(£1 in every £2 GB spend) (£176 more than avg. UK spend)

3.3

49%
CANADA,
NORTH/
CENTRAL
AMERICA OR
CARIBBEAN
34%
SOUTH AMERICA

28%
MIDDLE EAST
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i138

i125

i114

of users say our travel
content gives them a
good understanding
of the travel
marketplace

38%
AUSTRALASIA

29%
AFRICA

Beach/Resort

27%

33%
ASIA

36%
UK/IRELAND

Backpacking

average trips
taken per year

Where are they going in the next 1-5 years?
45%
EUROPE

Lakes & mountains

20%

What have they done as a result
of seeing adverts on MailOnline?

22%

clicked through to
advertiser website

20%

researched the
company online

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2018 Q4, Travel Passport
Survey 2019

say it helps them
decide which products/
companies to use

08

Metro.co.uk readers like to be different. Their
life is fast-paced and they utilise their travel
time to pursue excitement by discovering
new destinations and adventures with their
friends. Their demanding lifestyle means
the short form content of Metro.co.uk really
appeals to them.

Who are they?

60%
ABC1

TOP 3
TRAITS

TOP 3
INTERESTS

TOP 3
ACTIVITIES

Deal hunter
48%

Cost of goods at
destination
83%

Adventure
activities
i123

Safe
42%

Never visited
before
73%

Camping/Hiking
i115

Impress others
51%

Visiting natural
sites
i113

Travel expert
34%

1.1 MILLION READERS DAILY

49%
51%

What type of traveller are they?

42

AVERAGE
AGE

What holiday type do they want?

How much do they spend?
Total Expenditure

Avg. Trip Expenditure

£17.3 billion £2796

(£1 in every £5 GB spend) (£151 more than avg. UK spend)

3.3

average trips
taken per year

Where are they going in the next 1-5 years?
47%
EUROPE

56%
CANADA,
NORTH/
CENTRAL
AMERICA OR
CARIBBEAN
42%
SOUTH AMERICA

34%
MIDDLE EAST
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City Break

i125

i121

i114

of users say our travel
content gives a good
understanding of the
travel marketplace

45%
AUSTRALASIA

33%
AFRICA

Holiday Centre

25%

39%
ASIA

37%
UK/IRELAND

Beach/Resort

20%

of users say our travel
advertising provides
insightful analysis of
travel issues and providers

What have they done as a result
of seeing adverts on Metro.co.uk?

24%

spoke to family
& friends about
the company/
destination
advertised

21%

clicked through to
advertiser website

Source: PAMCo 1 2019, TGI ClickStream 2018 Q4, Travel Passport
Survey 2019
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PLUS e ight pages of fantastic cruises and the experts’ top tips

Check In is a monthly 12 page
travel supplement in Daily Mail. A
premium display environment for
travel brands, this platform engages
an affluent and influential audience
who are inspired by discovering
new destinations and unique
holiday experiences.

Every year, Daily Mail publishes four
special cruise supplements. Focusing
on the latest news, launches and
destinations, they inform existing
cruisers and inspire potential new
customers across both the Ocean
and River sectors.

AL

CI
SPE

Check In & Upgrade is a new
premium travel and lifestyle glossy
publication brought to you by
The Mail on Sunday. From serene
temples in the ancient city of
Nara in Japan to the hottest new
restaurants in Iceland, our team of
travel experts reveal everything
readers need to know about what
to do, eat, read and wear in some
of the most incredible worldwide
destinations.

Throughout the year, multiple travel
specials appear in Daily Mail and
The Mail on Sunday. Packed with
rousing travel editorial, inspirational
imagery and celebrity features
they cover all aspects of travel
and provide an ideal evironment to
reach our huge travel audience.

SPECI

AL

Our newsbrands produce the
hottest travel content every week!
Escape: City Guide

Page 56

Hairy ride

TRAVEL // CULTURE // ADVENTURE

Biker Dave on goat’s penis
and the Turkish border

TRAVEL
SECTION
OF THE
YEAR
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Daily Mail, Wednesday, February 20, 2019

Bedazzled by Bangkok
Charming and
thrillingly chaotic,
Thailand’s capital
sizzles with life

Pictures: GEtty/PEtEr adams

Monday, April 1, 2019 | METRO | 31

ESCAPE

Name/
Nom

B

AnGKOK is the most visited
city in the world, having
overtaken london and Paris
two years ago. And the trend
is not expected to go into
reverse any time soon.

When it comes to eating out, you can
chomp your way around the globe at
nearly 30 Michelin-starred restaurants,
along with thousands of bars, street-food
stalls and pop-ups.

culture vulture

S

tanding at the top of Sugarloaf Mountain, a quilt
of beaches, lagoons and mountains unravelling to
the horizon, it’s clear that the views in Rio are
worth a million dollars (or, rather, a million reals).
But despite the priceless panoramas, a trip to
Brazil’s most vivacious metropolis needn’t cost the earth.
Budget flights to the Marvellous City have just started, as
norwegian takes to the skies from gatwick in direct
competition to the popular daily Heathrow service offered
by British airways. So, what awaits? Late-night samba in
Lapa and caipirinhas on Copacabana are a given but there
are surprises in Rio that will delight. Here’s our guide to
doing Rio cheaply but very, very cheerfully…

Unless you’re a devotee of
temples or Thai history, Bangkok
is blessedly devoid of must-see
tourist attractions.
As a visitor, it frees you up to eat,
drink and soak up the atmosphere.
A little temple goes a long way,
especially in a hot and humid
climate. The reclining Buddha is
worth a lap. Beyond that, most
can be seen from the river.
Away from the water, the
narrow streets behind the grand
riverside buildings are enjoying
a renaissance.
The old General Post Office
houses the Thailand Creative &
Design Centre, while the roads
around the si Phraya junction are
filled with galleries, bars and
small businesses.
When you’re in the area, you
might be tempted to go to sky
Bar, the rooftop bar that featured
prominently in the film The
Hangover Part II. Under no
circumstances do this: it’s a
tourist hellhole where you’ll end
up spending a fortune.

continued on Page 32 »

cHow dowN what to eat in rio

F

by Ed
Cumming
Body and soul
FOrGeT the innuendo — massage
is to Thailand what a pint in a
country pub is to the UK. Many of
the top hotels have excellent spas
with a full range of services.
The Mandarin Oriental signature
massage (£110) stands out as it
involves a short boat ride across
the river from the main hotel.
But those on a tighter budget
can still be pampered. At the
Divana spa on sukhumvit soi 25,
two hours of oiling and rubbing
will set you back less than £70: a
real bargain.

tuck in
MAny tourists stay in and around
sukhumvit, to the east of the old
city. My favourite Thai spot is The

by OlivEr
JamEs

InDInG snow to ski on in the
first week of April can be risky.
But that’s seldom the case in
the stubai Glacier in southwest Austria, just 45 minutes
from Innsbruck airport.

Feijoada

Pão de queijo

Brazil’s national dish, a rich bean and
meat stew served with rice or farofa,
made from toasted cassava flour.

Delicious little balls of bread made
with cheese, eaten as a snack or
for breakfast.

Bolinho de bacalhau

Deep-fried croquettes filled with
salted cod and potatoes – it’s a
beach staple.

churrasco

A mix of barbecued meats, including
pork, beef, chicken and lamb –
usually served as ‘all you can eat’.

coxinha

A little fried snack made from dough,
filled with spiced chicken that’s been
chopped or shredded.

And no superlatives can do justice to the
splendour of its surrounding mountains.
Although unable to ski myself, my son,
louis, and his friend, sacha, both 12 and
intermediate snowboarders, had a perfect
alpine experience. I passed the time in the
Gamsgarten restaurant at 2,600 metres,
watching box sets on netflix.
There were startlingly few skiers. Perhaps
this is not a glamorous resort. But it suited
us fine. We stayed at Hotel Jagdhof in the

Monday

SAVE
20%

Page 55

SAn frAnciSco

The

Lift off

As Tel-Aviv gets ready to host
the Eurovision song Contest
in May, Virgin Atlantic has
announced direct flights from
Heathrow to the city, from
september 25. More information at virginatlantic.com

Weekend tippLe

Tudor Farmhouse has
launched a two night ‘boozy
break’. The Gloucestershire
hotel is offering free predinner cocktails along with
two evening meals and a
stocked minibar. Book for
stays in February, March
and April at tudorfarmhousehotel.co.uk from £235
per night.

Active eAster

FAMiliEs can visit Antigua and
Montserrat for an Easter
walking adventure with Hike
Caribbean. The ten night tour
departs on April 17 from
£6,392 per family of four. Visit
hikecaribbean.com.

Pictures: GETTY/maria Galan/alamY/PETEr horrEE

SAVE fAmiLy vALue

Travel Notes

village of neustift, along the valley about
15 minutes from the base station. shuttle
buses ferry you back and forth.
Breakfast is important to skiers and the
one at Jagdhof was a sumptuous affair.
Then, each morning, we would head off to
the diverse runs — including 12 off-piste.
near the top of the glacier, there is a 200metre tunnel which leads to an ‘ice grotto’.
It made for a fascinating diversion. It

true flavour

Y

of

ou can cheerfully
spend all day everyday
eating barnacles,
testicles and tripe, but
this is not the only
reason for visiting Madrid.

There is something compelling
about the grace and decorum of
Madrid’s people. They appear to
be in touch with values of civility
we have long lost.
The men dress better and have
distinctive politeness while the
women pay an attention to
appearances which, never mind
the miasma of Loewe scent, argues
for a self-consciousness about the
body which has an inevitably erotic
character. Even at breakfast.
What’s more, and perhaps
crucially, the superlative Prado has
a 200th anniversary exhibition
called ‘1819-2019 un lugar de
memoria’(a place of recollection).
originally the Museo real, home

Spain

by Stephen
Bayley
of the proud royal collections, The
Prado became a state institution
in 1868 and has since become
integral to Madrid’s enlarging
self-identity.
This exhibition, which includes
masterpieces by raphael,
Zurbaran, renoir, Manet and
Picasso, sits beside the permanent
glories of the museum featuring
van der Weyden, Bosch, El Greco,
durer and Velazquez.
That means some of the greatest
paintings ever. But be warned:
Timed tickets, audio-guides, fussy
security, consumerised experience

GettinG there
CHInA southern flies from
london Heathrow to Bangkok
from £321 return (global.csair.
com, 0203 901 5858).

Late show: Skiing
down Austria’s
Stubai Glacier

might seem inconvenient to be staying
some distance from the slopes, but there
are advantages.
As the village is below the snowline, there
is access to all manner of sporting activities
— including 3G football pitches. The boys’
inexhaustible energy meant they took part
in kickabouts with local lads.
late skiing is ideal for those of us with
school-age children. And to be so close to

68

Innsbruck makes the stubai Glacier as
good as it gets.

Travel FacTs

EasyjEt (easyjet.com) London to Innsbruck
from £47 return. Four nights’ half-board at
the Hotel jagdhof (hotel-jagdhof.at) from
£704 pp (two sharing), including a three-day
lift pass. see stubaier-gletscher.com

Holidays

all sometimes interfere with quiet
contemplation of great art.
Madrid is the newest of the old
World capitals. It has 9th-century
origins, but modern Madrid dates
to 1621 when Philip IV decided to
make his capital the centre of the
world. It’s also the highest city
in Europe.
‘The throne of the King of Spain
is next after that of God,’ they
used to say.
When I first visited as a backpacking student, Franco - era
widows were still a presence and a

travel@mailmetromedia.co.uk

A private boat ferries guests up
and down the river, easily the best
way to travel, although you’ll
hardly want to leave the grounds.
rooms start from £470 a night.
Closer to the centre, the new
TwoThree, on sukhumvit soi 23,
has clean, modern rooms and a
pool from £56 a night.

Easter skiing that
won’t leave you
high and dry . . .

Name/
Nom
Email Address/
Email Adresse

The Mail on Sunday March 10 • 2019

SPANNING CENTURIES:
Ancient Pont Neuf. Below:
The city’s historic carousel

Buildings of rose and
purple, cafes rich in
scarlet and gold – and
violet with everything.
Welcome to...

By Petronella Wyatt

T

ski in styLe

sAMplE Verbier’s
swankiest ski chalets (24hr
resort chauffeur and chef
producing gourmet food)
for a perfect Easter break.
ski Verbier Exclusive (01608
674 011) from £1,500 pp per
week for March 31 or
April 7 departure.

31% soVErEign luxury
Travel (01293 832 414) is
offering savings of up to
£2,278, per family of four,
on summer holidays — a
mixture of all-inclusive
European holidays and
adventure getaways — until
February 28.

THere are plenty of shyster
tailors who’ll promise the earth in

sleep well
In THe royal palace district, The
siam can claim to be one of the
most civilised city hotels on earth.
A converted Art Deco warehouse
with huge art-filled rooms and
peaceful atriums, its gardens are
scented with frangipanis.
It is owned by the sukosol family,
whose matriarch, Kamala, is one
of Thailand’s most famous singers.

nd?
for thE wEEkE
donE!
yES, it cAnpAgEbE62-63

Which city best brings out the
authentic Spanish spirit? Design
guru STEPHEN BAYLEY makes the
case for mouth-watering Madrid

SAVE cruise of A
£1,925 Lifetime
sAil into the kingdom of
the polar bear on this
13-day cruise with Explore
(01252 884 709) from
£5,775pp. Visit Kirkenes
and cross the Barents sea
before exploring the
svalbard archipelago. July
7, 2021 or August 18, 2021.

suits you

a day only to deliver shoddy
workmanship. Allow enough
time for several fittings and
insist on the best material
you can afford.
Tailor On Ten, which was
started by a Brit and a
C anadian, has exemplary
customer service and will
ship anywhere in the world.
It will also keep a record of
your exact measurements
so you can order more
from home.
If you keep eating at a
Bangkok rate, however, your
measurements will by then be a
distant memory.

SHUTTERSTOCK / GETTY IMAGES

Escape

local, on soi 23, where I ate a red
pork curry with a miraculous
balance of sour, spicy and sweet
flavours. For the higher-end take
on the classic, try Bo.lan, which
has a Michelin star.
The Isarn region of Thailand, in
the north-east, specialises in
grilled meats and bold, complex
flavours. If you can’t get out there,
100 Mahaseth is an ambassador
for its cuisine.
For a hipster experience, try Ku
Bar. There are three floors of
amusements here: small-plate food
on the first, a wine bar on the
second and cocktails on the third.
Of course, food doesn’t have to
be Thai. The city has one of the
largest Japanese populations
outside Japan. For an authentic
Omakase experience, where the
chef prepares a selection of his
own choice, you won’t do better
than sushi Juban or sushi Zo,
both off sukhumvit.

Wednesday

Daily Mail, Saturday, February 23, 2019

deals of
The week

Hotspot: Bangkok’s bustling Chinatown. Inset: A market vendor sells produce

Picture: aLamy

AT PeAK times, the city is so clogged it is
almost unnavigable. stay somewhere near
the MrT transit system and leave at least
half an hour longer than Google Maps
advises. Most locals resort to the
motorbike taxis, but less brave visitors
choose tuk-tuks, which are abundant,
cheap and quick.

Mail Metro Media Travel Team

Email Address/
Email Adresse

Beat the jams

WiTh BuDgeT
airline
norWegian
launching
flighTs To
Brazil’s BiggesT
parTy ToWn,
Nick Boulos
reveals hoW
you can survive
a sTay WiThouT
Breaking The
Bank…

For more information contact:

oulouse, capital of the occi
tanie, is France’s pink city – la
Ville Rose – guarded by the
Pyrenees on the spanish border
and watered by the Garonne River,
which leaps through land rich in
wine and crops. History refracts from every
terracotta brick: here was the heart of the
Troubadour culture; here grew Bastide towns
once besieged by the Black Prince; and here
was born the notorious Cathar heresy that
left the region soaked in blood.
I arrive late at night and awake as the sun
is rising over the ancient city centre. My hotel,
the Novotel Toulouse Centre Wilson, is next to
the enchanting, Fabergélike Place de Wilson.
With its handpainted 18th Century carousel,
gold and copper cafes and views of the Gar
onne, bridged by the 15th Century Pont Neuf,
this is a place where dreams are made.
Toulouse seems a place apart from the mod
ern world. It’s a mosaic of a city, embellished
with medieval palaces, churches and basilica.
I make my way across the quiet cobbled
streets, where a ban on cars has made walk
ing into the past a yearround adventure, to
les Cordeliers in rue du Taur.
Built in 1222, this captivating abbey was once
the most important convent in France, and
was famous for its subterranean cave where
the dead nobles of Toulouse went through a
process of mummification.
Part of the convent was destroyed
by fire, but the chapel and the breakfast cafes in town, Patisserie
facade remain; a towering cas Conté in rue Croix Baragnon.
Toulouse is technicolour for the
tellated steeple, whose colour
changes from rose to purple as the taste buds. What we think of as
provincial French cooking comes
sun rises higher in the sky.
In the same street is a marbled from here: cassoulet, coq au vin,
mansion, now overgrown with confit of duck and foie gras,
tumbling jasmine, which was which is eaten nightly as we might
once a hiding place for Cathars; eat pasta or Indian takeaways
the medieval sect that embraced in the uK.
I order a chouquette with can
women priests, denied the
authority of the Papacy and whose died fruit, another regional speci
members were hunted down by ality, and the local breakfast dish
of serpent saucisse – sausage
the Catholic church.
Yet it’s impossible to be sad in encased in pastry.
Twice in its history, Toulouse
Toulouse. There is no Northern
French ‘de haute en bas’, or sus has enjoyed an embarrassment
picious reserve. everyone talks of riches. In the early Middle
to you and is delighted by my frac Ages, the region produced large
tured French. A man playing la crops of a plant called pastel,
Vie en Rose on a concertina stops which when boiled became an
to direct me to one of the best indelible blue dye that was

Technicolour

Toulouse
exported all over europe. These
days, overtaken by cheaper mod
ern dyes, it is still used as an
antiageing protein in creams sold
in every chemist.
In the 19th Century Toulouse
became famous for violets, and
my next stop is la Maison de la
Violette, a painted barge on a canal
on Boulevard Bonrepos. This hom
age to violets sells a cornucopia of
products, ranging from violet con
fectionery to candle wax, soaps,
body lotions, jams and teas, and a
potent liqueur which is mixed with
champagne or white wine.
Fortified by my Kir Violette,
it’s time to visit Place du Capitole,
the beating heart of Toulouse. The
city hall was first built in 1190, and
redesigned in neoclassical style
in 1750. To its right is the splendid

opera house overlooking marble col
onnades that front gilded bars and
restaurants. Next to the opera is the
oldest hotel in the city, the Grand
Hotel de l’opera. An alleged secret
tunnel here inspired the 19th Cen
tury French author Gaston leroux
to write le Fantome De l’opera.
I take lunch next door at the Grand
Cafe de l’opera, with its mirrored
walls and scarlet banquettes. It has
a reasonably priced €45 (£38) set
menu typical of the region.
I stroll back past the Monastery of
the Jacobins. Constructed in 1230 it
is made entirely of pink Roman brick
and its vaulted roof, known as le
Palmier for its single column from
which the ribs radiate like fronds,
remains unique in european archi
tecture. In the reliquary by the
altar are the bones of the theologian

st Thomas Aquinas, the father of
modern philosophy.
In Place du Wilson, I ride the carou
sel, feeling a childlike elation, before
bathing in violet oil at my hotel. The
evening is spent at No 5 Wine Bar
in rue de la Bourse, voted Best Wine
Bar in the World 2018. It has an aston
ishing 500 wines by the glass, rang
ing from local sauvignon to Chateaux
lafite. Few cities cater as well to the
temporal as they do to the spiritual.
The streets are now bustling with
locals. There is a bright moon,
and the pink walls of Toulouse have
become pale pearl. I walk from
square to square, through tiny streets
with thatched 13th Century houses
to the Pont Neuf and watch the stars
play on the river.
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